
exclusion
[ıkʹsklu:ʒ(ə)n] n

1. недопущение, исключение
exclusion method - лог. метод исключения
(Pauli) exclusion principle - физ. принцип исключения /запрета/ (Паули)
to the exclusion of - канц. за исключением
to the exclusion of other nationals - за исключением граждан других стран

2. исключение, изгнание
an exclusion from a country - выдворение из страны
an exclusion from a village - изгнание из деревни
an exclusion from an association - исключение из ассоциации

3. запрещение въезда в страну
Exclusion Act - закон о высылке из США определённых лиц и запрещении въезда в США определённым лицам

Apresyan (En-Ru)

exclusion
ex·clu·sion AW [exclusion exclusions] BrE [ɪkˈsklu n] NAmE [ɪkˈsklu n]

noun
1. uncountable ~ (of sb/sth) (from sth) the act of preventingsb/sth from entering a place or taking part in sth

• He was disappointed with his exclusion from the England squad.
• Exclusion of air creates a vacuum in the bottle.
• Memories of the past filled her mind to the exclusion of all else.

2. countable a person or thing that is not included in sth
• Check the list of exclusions in the insurance policy.

3. uncountable ~ (of sth) the act of deciding that sth is not possible
• the exclusion of robbery as a motive

4. uncountable, countable (BrE) a situation in which a child is banned from attending school because of bad behaviour
• the exclusion of disruptive students from school
• Two exclusions from one school in the same week is unusual.

Opp:↑nclusion

Word Origin:
late Middle English: from Latin exclusio(n-), from excludere ‘shut out’, from ex- ‘out’ + claudere ‘to shut’.

Example Bank:
• Don't revise a few topics to the exclusion of all others.
• an exclusion order to keep your partner out of your home
• disciplinary measures including exclusion from school
• the problem of social exclusion
• women's continued exclusion from political life
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exclusion
ex clu sion AC /ɪkˈsklu ən/ BrE AmE noun

[Word Family: verb: ↑exclude ≠↑nclude; noun: ↑exclusion ≠↑nclusion]

1. [uncountable and countable] when someone is not allowed to take part in something or enter a place OPP inclusion
exclusion from

the country’s exclusion from the United Nations
2. [uncountable and countable] British English when a child is officially made to leave their school because of their bad behaviour
3. do something to the exclusion of something to do something so much that you do not do, include, or have time for other
things:

Your essays tend to concentrate on one theme to the exclusion of everything else.
4. [countable] something that is excluded from a contract OPP inclusion:

You will be sent full details of the exclusions of your insurance policy.
—exclusionary adjective:

exclusionary business practices
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